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Abstract: The European Global Navigation Satellite System Galileo is gradually deploying its constel-
lation. In order to provide reliable navigation and position services, the effectiveness and reliability of
ambiguity resolution between reference stations is necessary in network real-time kinematic (NRTK).
The multifrequency signal of Galileo could much enhance the ambiguity resolution (AR) reliability
and robustness. In this study, to exploit full advantage of this, the geometry-free (GF) TCAR and
ionospheric-free (IF) triple-carrier ambiguity resolution (TCAR) methods were utilized in solving the
ambiguity in the Hong Kong area, which is an ionosphere disturbance active area, and compared
with each other. The IF TCAR method was then used to combine multi-systems to improve Galileo
E1 AR performance, which is named as the combined IF (CIF) TCAR method. Three experiments
were carried out in the Hong Kong area and the results showed that the Galileo-only system could
fix ambiguities on all satellite pairs correctly and reliably by the IF TCAR method, while the GF
TCAR method showed a weaker performance. The wide-lane (WL) convergence time of the IF TCAR
method is improved by about 37.6%. The IF TCAR method with respect to the GF TCAR method
could improve the WL accuracy by 21.6% and the E1 accuracy by 72.7%, respectively. Compared
with GPS-only TCAR or Galileo-only TCAR, the ambiguity accuracy and the convergence time of
the CIF TCAR method, which combines GPS and Galileo, could be improved by about 25.7% and
47.1%, respectively.

Keywords: Galileo; ionospheric-free triple-carrier ambiguity resolution (IF TCAR); geometry-free
triple-carrier ambiguity resolution (GF TCAR); combined IF TCAR (CIF TCAR)

1. Introduction

Galileo has been under development by the European Union (EU) since 1999 with the
objective of providing a free, open and independent high-precision positioning system for
civil users. Two Galileo in-orbit validation element (GIOVE) satellites were launched in
2005 [1] and 2008, respectively, followed by the launch of four In-Orbit Validation (IOV)
satellites in 2011 and 2012 to validate the signals and system [2]. By the beginning of 2018,
three IOV satellites (PRNs E11, E12 and E19) were still operational, while the fourth IOV
satellite (PRN E20) is declared “unavailable”. The launch of the Full Operational Capability
(FOC) satellites started from 2014 [3], and to this day, there are 20 Galileo FOC satellites
providing positioning service to the global users and two FOC satellites suffered from orbit
injection failure [4,5]. The full constellation of the Galileo system is expected to consist of
30 active in-orbit satellites by 2020, with the signals transmitted on three frequency bands,
i.e., E1 (1575.42 MHz), E5 (1191.795 MHz) and E6 (1278.75 MHz), and the E5 band consists
of E5a (1176.45 MHz) and E5b (1207.14 MHz), which signals could be used either separately
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or in a combined way. The E6 signal is encrypted for commercial use and cannot be tracked
by the receivers in open data source [6].

The Galileo system is a developing and valuable navigation system; the responding
research is under development and is not as rich as GPS. Since its early development stage,
the Galileo system has attracted great interest and been studied in various applications.
Zaminpardaz et al. (2017) analyzed the Galileo signals for IOV and FOC satellites and
conducted the E5 real-time kinematic (RTK); the result found that the E5 signal has a better
performance than other signals [7]. Steigenberger et al. (2017) comprehensively evaluated
Galileo orbits, clocks and positioning status, and found that the Galileo-only single-point
positioning (SPP) accuracy is at meter level and its precise-point positioning (PPP) solutions
could have 1–2 cm precision [8]. Due to the overlapping frequency bands in the Galileo
and GPS systems, more studies were conducted on the combination of the two systems.
Cai et al. (2014) and Gioia et al. (2015) evaluated Galileo IOV signals and positioning
performance, and found that Galileo is able to achieve similar accuracy as GPS; the Galileo
and GPS combined positioning can improve the vertical accuracy by 10% compared to the
GPS-only solutions [9,10]. Odijk et al. (2014) conducted combined Galileo and GPS RTK
with dual-frequency signals (E1 + E5a, L1 + L2) and Odolinski et al. (2015) combined four
constellations to realize single-frequency RTK positioning; the solutions accelerated the
ambiguity-fixed time and improved the accuracy significantly [11,12]. Tian et al. (2019)
found that the RTK results of the GPS/Galileo/BeiDou Navigation Satellite System (BDS)
are not significantly different; the double-differenced carrier phase and code residuals of
E5 is the smallest [13]. Luo et al. (2020) analyzed the benefits of Galileo to high-precision
global navigation satellite system (GNSS) positioning under strong multipath conditions;
Galileo still could provide more accurate solutions [14].

NRTK mainly includes three steps: ambiguity resolution between reference stations,
generation of error correction, and rover station positioning. Among them, the ambiguity
resolution between reference stations is the premise and basis for NRTK to provide reliable
navigation and position services. Currently, the ambiguity resolution between reference
stations is generally obtained by the dual-frequency observations. Based on the dual-
frequency model, the error processing method and the distance between reference stations
are limited. The use of three-frequency observations can effectively improve the accuracy
and reliability of ambiguity resolution, which could enlarge the distance between the
reference stations and the effective service range of NRTK.

Aiming at taking full advantage of multifrequency GNSS signals, Forssell et al. (1997)
proposed a three-carrier ambiguity resolution (TCAR) method for geometry-free integer
bootstrapping in GNSS-2 (Galileo), but at that time, this method was lacking in the assess-
ment with the real data [15]. Zhang et al. (2003) and Julien et al. (2004) combined the GPS
and Galileo system to propose their cascading TCAR methods; however, their methods
have a large number of ambiguities to estimate and cannot be applied to the Galileo-only
scenario very well [16,17]. Li et al. (2010, 2013) introduced the semi-simulation method to
generate the GPS third-frequency signals to realize the ambiguity resolution (AR) of triple-
frequency signals; the navigation precision and availability were both improved [18,19].
In this work, the ambiguities of medium-lane or narrow-lane observations could be fixed
correctly after several minutes without a distance constraint. However, the results need
to be further examined by the real triple-frequency data. With the broadcast of GNSS real
triple-frequency signals, Li et al. (2015, 2017) conducted RTK with BDS triple-frequency
signals and extra-wide-lane (EWL) RTK for all satellites of BDS, Galileo and for some GPS
satellites, and centimetre-level positioning precision could be achieved in the baselines
over 50 km [20,21]. However, the AR for the Galileo original signal were not conducted,
and the TCAR methods for the Galileo-only system are yet to be developed.

For GNSS AR, LAMBDA introduced by Teunissen (1995) is the most reliable method
for all available satellites as a whole [22], but for reference stations with the known coor-
dinates, the ambiguities of all satellites are not necessary to be fixed and the atmosphere
biases could be eliminated by multifrequency combination. In addition, some methods
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for the reference station AR could be more efficient than LAMBDA. In this study, we will
describe the geometry-free (GF) TCAR method which was firstly introduced by Feng and
Li (2008) and Feng and Rizos (2009), and also the ionospheric-free (IF) TCAR method
which was introduced by Tang et al. (2018) to resolve the ambiguity of the independent
satellites [23–25]. Both methods have been applied in GPS and BDS processing, respectively,
and in this study they were applied in the Galileo-only processing while the IOV satellites
are still in the verification stage and have poor satellite stability compared to FOC satellites.
We will focus on the AR of the double-differenced (DD) Galileo measurements, which are
collected from reference stations in the Hong Kong area, which is an ionosphere active area,
and could benefit from the IF TCAR method. We will evaluate and compare the IF TCAR
method with the GF TCAR method to illustrate the triple-frequency AR performance of the
current early-stage Galileo service in the Hong Kong area. For a comparison, we will also
show the GPS TCAR performance, and in the following, the IF TCAR method is modified
to combine GPS and Galileo for an improved performance.

In this paper, the fundamental mathematical models and the procedure of triple-
frequency signals processing are described first. Then, two TCAR methods for the Galileo
processing are introduced. In the following, the IF TCAR method is modified to combine
a multi-system in the original signal AR. Lastly, the real data experiments in Hong Kong
are presented to evaluate the performance of these TCAR methods, and the conclusion is
drawn in the final section.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Fundamental Mathematical Models

The double-differenced (DD) code and carrier phase observations of linear-combined
GNSS triple-frequency signals can be expressed as [26],

∆∇P(i,j,k) = ∆∇ρ + ∆∇δobt + ∆∇δtrop + β(i,j,k)·∆∇δI1
+µ(i,j,k)·∆∇εP1

∆∇φ(i,j,k) = ∆∇ρ + ∆∇δobt + ∆∇δtrop − β(i,j,k)·∆∇δI1
−λ(i,j,k)·∆∇N(i,j,k) + µ(i,j,k)·∆∇εφ1

(1)

where the symbol ∆∇ is the DD operator product, P and φ are the code and carrier phase
observations in meters respectively, the subscript (i, j, k) represents the combination coef-
ficients of the individual frequencies used, ρ represents the geometric distance from the
satellite to the receiver, δobt, δtrop and δI1 are the orbital bias, tropospheric delay and iono-
spheric delay of the first frequency, respectively, β(i,j,k) is the ionospheric scale factor (ISF)
of the combination observations, µ(i,j,k) is the noise factor of the combination observations,
λ and N are the wavelength and integer ambiguity of the carrier phase, ε∆∇P and ε∆∇φ

refer to the noise of code and carrier phase observations in meters. In the processing of
reference stations, the station coordinates are a priori knowledge, thus ∆∇ρ can be directly
real-time determined with the broadcast satellite coordinates.

The linear combinations of different signals can be obtained from the equations in Feng
(2008) and the total noise level (TNL) for carrier phase combination observations in cycles
are introduced [27]. TNL is considered as the main index in choosing the optimal-phase
combinations, as a better choice for AR shall have a smaller TNL value.

σTNL =

√(
β(i,j,k)·∆∇δI1

)2
+ ∆∇δtrop2 + ∆∇δobt

2 +
(

µ(i,j,k)·σ∆∇φ

)2

λ(i,j,k)
(2)

For the Galileo system, the three frequencies used are f1 = fE1 (1575.42 MHz),
f2 = fE5b (1207.14 MHz) and f3 = fE5a (1176.45 MHz), and the code and carrier phase
observations in different frequencies are assumed to have common standard deviations
(STD), respectively, i.e., σ∆∇φi = σ∆∇φ and σ∆∇Pi = σ∆∇P (i = 1, 2, 3). We evaluated the
TNL values from combinations of the coefficient i, j, k in the range of [−50, 50], to identify
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the most useful combinations. The characteristics of some useful EWL and WL phase
combinations are listed in Table 1, ordered by the combined wavelength.

Table 1. Characteristics of some useful extra-wide-lane/wide-lane (EWL/WL) combinations for Galileo signals under three
error budget scenarios.

Type (i,j,k) λ(i,j,k) β(i,j,k) µ(i,j,k) σTNL(σ∆∇φ=1 cm) (cycle)

(m)
σ∆∇δI1 =20 cm
σ∆∇δtr =2.5 cm
σ∆∇δobt

=5 cm

σ∆∇δI1 =40 cm
σ∆∇δtr =5 cm
σ∆∇δobt

=5 cm

σ∆∇δI1 =100 cm
σ∆∇δtr =20 cm
σ∆∇δobt

=10 cm

EWL

(0, 1, −1) 9.7684 −1.7477 54.9232 0.0669 0.0913 0.1889

(1, −6, 5) 1.3955 −0.9889 44.0471 0.3483 0.4273 0.7922

(1, −5, 4) 1.2211 −1.0838 31.8257 0.3187 0.4442 0.9430

(1, −4, 3) 1.0854 −1.1576 22.3921 0.3012 0.4783 1.1056

WL
(1, −1, 0) 0.8140 −1.3051 5.3892 0.3345 0.6505 1.6279

(1, 0, −1) 0.7514 −1.3391 4.9282 0.3700 0.7220 1.8080

In Table 1, three sets of representative error budgets are given for the scenarios of
short, middle and long baselines [27], respectively. Rows 1–4 show the EWL combinations,
whose wavelengths are longer than 1 m, while Rows 5–6 show the WL combinations,
whose wavelengths are shorter than 1 m. According to the TNL index, φ(0,1,−1) and φ(1,−6,5)
are selected as the optimal and the suboptimal EWL combinations for TCAR, respectively.
Similarly, φ(1,−1,0) is chosen as the optimal WL combination for TCAR.

2.2. TCAR Methods

There are two kinds of TCAR methods, the GF TCAR method and the IF TCAR
method, which are different in the treatment of observation biases. These two methods will
be discussed in more details in the following sections. Considering that both methods could
smooth the ambiguity over multiple epochs, the carrier phase observations are processed
with cycle-slip detecting and repairing by TurboEdit algorithm [28]. In addition, the IF
TCAR method was modified to combine multi-systems to improve the performance in
terms of AR for original signals, and named as the combined IF (CIF) TCAR method.

2.2.1. Geometry-Free TCAR Method

Feng and Li (2008) introduced a GF TCAR method to resolve the ambiguities for
reference stations using semi-simulated GPS triple-frequency data [23]. In this method,
two EWL ambiguities are direct-determined as the first step, then two WL ambiguities are
recovered; in the following, the ionospheric delay on L1 was obtained and refined by the
Hatch smoothing process (Hatch 1982), and lastly, the original ambiguities on L1 could be
determined [29].

In the Galileo signal processing, two GF EWL combinations, φ(0,1,−1) and φ(1,−6,5)
in Table 1, are the optimal and suboptimal EWL combinations. Their ambiguities can be
determined easily as

∆∇N(0,1,−1) =
[(

∆∇P(0,1,1) − ∆∇φ(0,1,−1)

)
/λ(0,1,−1)

]
R

(3)

∆∇N(1,−6,5) =
[(

∆∇P(0,1,1) − ∆∇φ(1,−6,5)

)
/λ(1,−6,5)

]
R

(4)

where [∗]R is the rounding operator product, Equation (4) is the Hatch–Melbourne–Wübbena
(HMW) combination with E5b and E5a, which has a long wavelength of 9.7684 m [29–31].
The result is free from most errors, and only the measurement noise of code and phase
observations have an adverse effect on this combination. The suboptimal combination,
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Equation (4), is influenced by both the measurement noise and the ionospheric delay
residual.

After fixing the ambiguities on ∆∇N(0,1,−1) and ∆∇N(1,−6,5), two WL ambiguities can
be determined directly as

∆∇N(1,−1,0) = ∆∇N(1,−6,5) + 5∆∇N(0,1,−1) (5)

∆∇N(1,0,−1) = ∆∇N(1,−6,5) + 6∆∇N(0,1,−1) (6)

In the following, the ionospheric delay on E1 can be calculated from the two fixed WL
ambiguities as

∆∇I1 =
f2 f3

[
λ(1,−1,0)∆∇N(1−1,0) + ∆∇φ(1−1,0) − λ(1,0,−1)∆∇N(1,0,−1) − ∆∇φ(1,0,−1)

]
f1( f2 − f3)

(7)

In this processing, the phase noise is amplified about 129.86 times in ∆∇I1, thus
it is necessary to refine the ionospheric delay by the Hatch smoothing process with the
ionospheric delay ∆∇I′1, which is derived from the original phase observations with
unknown ambiguities over multiple epochs [32],

∆∇I′1 =
f 2
2

f 2
1 − f 2

2

[
∆∇φ(1,0,0) − ∆∇φ(0,1,0)

]
(8)

∆∇I1(k) =
1
k

∆∇I1(k) +
k− 1

k
[
∆∇I1(k− 1) + ∆∇I′1(k)− ∆∇I′1(k− 1)

]
(9)

where ∆∇I1(k) represents the refined ionospheric delay on E1 at the kth epoch.
At the last step, the ambiguity of the first frequency ∆∇N1 can be determined by

smoothing over k epochs,

∆∇N1 =

[
1
k

k

∑
i=1

λ(1,−1,0)∆∇N(1−1,0) + ∆∇φ(1−1,0) − ∆∇φ1 + ∆∇I(1−1,0)(i)− ∆∇I1(i)
λ1

]
R

(10)

All the steps of the GF TCAR method are free from geometry-based errors, and the am-
biguity ∆∇N1 is influenced only by the amplified noise and the refined ionospheric delay.

2.2.2. Ionospheric-Free TCAR Method

The IF TCAR method was proposed by Tang et al. (2018) for BDS reference sta-
tion TCAR. This method starts from fixing the optimal EWL ambiguity ∆∇N(0,1,−1) in
Equation (3) [25]. It is the same procedure as in GF TCAR.

After ∆∇N(0,1,−1) is fixed, the optimal WL ambiguity ∆∇N(1,−1,0) could be fixed in
the following. Since the positions of reference stations are a priori knowledge, ∆∇ρ can
be determined directly, then the ambiguities of two carrier-phase IF combinations can be
obtained as

∆∇N̂LC12 =
(
∆∇ρ + ∆∇δobt + ∆∇δtrop

)
/λLC12 − ∆∇ϕLC12 (11)

∆∇N̂LC13 =
(
∆∇ρ + ∆∇δobt + ∆∇δtrop

)
/λLC13 − ∆∇ϕLC13 (12)

where the subscript LC12 and LC13 represent the coefficient combinations (1,− f2/ f1, 0)
and (1, 0,− f3/ f1), respectively. In the actual data processing, ∆∇δobt can be neglected for
the baseline under 100 km, and the dry component of the tropospheric delay ∆∇δtr can be
estimated from the Hopfield model [33] and the Niell mapping function (NMF) [34].

After fixing ∆∇N(0,1,−1), ∆∇N̂LC12 and ∆∇N̂LC13, the WL ambiguity ∆∇N̂(1,−1,0) can
be computed as

∆∇N̂(1,−1,0) = K1∆∇N̂LC12 + K2∆∇N̂LC13 + K3∆∇N(0,1,−1) (13)
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where K1, K2 and K3 are given as
K1 = (λ2λ3 − λ2λ1)/(λ1λ3 − λ2λ1)
K2 = (λ1λ3 − λ2λ3)/(λ1λ3 − λ2λ1)
K3 = (λ2λ1 − λ1λ1)/(λ1λ3 − λ2λ1)

(14)

Substituting Equations (11) and (12) to Equation (13)

∆∇N̂(1,−1,0) =
K1·(∆∇ρ−∆∇δtrop−∆∇δobt−∆∇φLC12)

λLC12

+
K2·(∆∇ρ−∆∇δtrop−∆∇δobt−∆∇φLC13)

λLC13
+ K3·∆∇N(0,1,−1)

(15)

As Equation (15) shows, the tropospheric delay, the orbital bias and the amplified
phase observation noise may prevent the AR fixing for the WL combination. In the Galileo
system, the combined observation noise is the major noise factor and amplifies the phase
noise more than 50 times. Thus, a smoothing processing is necessary in fixing the WL
combination ambiguity

∆∇N(1,−1,0) =

[
1
k
·

k

∑
1

∆∇N̂(1,−1,0)

]
R

(16)

where the coefficient k represents the kth epoch, the smoothing process averages the float
ambiguities of all the former results.

In Equation (11), ∆∇N̂LC12 is back-calculated from ∆∇ρ, although the orbital bias
and the tropospheric delay wet component still exist, they are neglectable on the AR
solving for the WL combination. However, the precision of this IF combination ambiguities
cannot be sufficient for the E1 AR. Thus, a Kalman Filter (KF) is required to estimate the IF
combination ambiguities and the wet component of tropospheric delay

 lPC12
lLC12
lLC13

 =

 M1 −M2 0 0
M1 −M2 λLC12·I 0
M1 −M2 0 λLC13·I




dZTDw1
dZTDw2
∆∇ÑLC12
∆∇ÑLC13

+

 vPC12
vLC12
vLC13

 (17)

where l represents the combined observation minus the computed distance after bias
corrections, the subscript PC12 means the code IF combination using P1 and P2. M1 and
M2 are the mapping coefficients of zenith tropospheric delay (ZTD) for each station using
the NMF model, and I is the identity matrix. dZTDw1 and dZTDw2 are the ZTD wet
components of two reference stations. v is the observation residual.

Since ∆∇N(1,−1,0) is obtained from Equation (16) and ∆∇ÑLC12 can be estimated from
KF with a higher precision, the E1 ambiguity can be solved as

∆∇N1 =
[(

f1·∆∇ÑLC12 − f2·∆∇N(1,−1,0)

)
/( f1 − f2)

]
R

(18)

2.2.3. Combined Ionospheric-Free TCAR Method

In order to take advantage of multi-system triple-frequency data, the IF TCAR method
could be modified in the step of original signal AR as the CIF TCAR method. Specifically
speaking, Equation (17) is replaced by Equation (19)

[
lG
lE

]
=

[
M1 −M2 λG 0
M1 −M2 0 λE

]
dZTDw1
dZTDw2
∆∇ÑG
∆∇ÑE

+

[
vG
vE

]
(19)

where the subscript G, E represent different systems, l, λ, ∆∇N and v include three
different observation types (PC12, LC12, LC13). As in different systems, different reference
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satellites are selected to conduct the DD operation within each system, thus the ISBs
(Inter-System Bias) can be ignored.

3. Results

To evaluate the Galileo TCAR performance, three experiments were conducted with
the common data collected by Leica GR50 receivers from the Hong Kong Continuously
Operating Reference Stations (CORS) network on DOY 001, 2018, the sampling interval was
one second, three reference stations named HKNP, HKOH and HKWS were chosen to form
a closure ring of the network; accordingly, their baseline lengths were 23.4 km, 34.5 km
and 49.9 km, respectively, and the locations were illustrated in Figure 1. Position and
Navigation Data Analyst (PANDA) software originally developed by Wuhan University
was modified to verify the performance of the Galileo TCAR [35]. The first experiment
was conducted in the Galileo system to illustrate the Galileo TCAR performance by the IF
TCAR method in comparison of the GF TCAR method.
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3.1. Galileo Data by GF and IF TCAR Methods

In the Galileo system, three frequencies (E1, E5b, and E5a) were used to resolve the
ambiguities. With mask angle 10◦, the number of observed Galileo DD satellite pairs in
three baselines is shown in Figure 2.
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The selected stations were close enough to consider the synchronous observed Galileo
satellites, as shown in Figure 2. Due to the limited number of observable Galileo satellites
in the Hong Kong area, the number of Galileo DD satellite pairs was no more than 6 on this
day. The IOV satellites were ignored, because they will not be operational anymore and
three FOC satellite pairs (E09–E04, E05–E04, and E24–E04) were selected to show the TCAR
performance. The true value of the ambiguity was obtained from precise post-processing
and validated by the closure ring of the triangle network [25].

3.1.1. AR for the Optimal EWL Combination

In both TCAR methods, ∆∇N(0,1,−1) is resolved by the HMW combination with E5b
and E5a signals with a long wavelength about 9.7684 m, the HMW combination cancels the
ionospheric delay, the tropospheric delay and the orbital bias, and only the measurement
noise for code and phase observations could prevent AR. Figure 3 demonstrates the
ambiguity residual of ∆∇N(0,1,−1) with the Galileo data and the satellite elevation angle in
selected baselines, the ambiguity residual is defined as the difference between the resolved
ambiguity before rounding and the true value. It can be seen that the ambiguity residual
is fluctuated within ±0.1 cycles, the rounding operation can fix ∆∇N(0,1,−1) correctly and
reliably in a single epoch.
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3.1.2. AR for the Optimal WL Combination

After ∆∇N(0,1,−1) is fixed correctly, ∆∇N(1,−1,0) could be solved. In the GF TCAR
method, Equation (5) has shown that ∆∇N(1,−1,0) is dominated by ∆∇N(1,−6,5) obtained
from Equation (4). The single-epoch mode for ∆∇N(1,−6,5) AR is unreliable and we have
to smooth the float ambiguities in Equation (16) with previous observed epochs; the
ambiguity residual of ∆∇N(0,1,−1) and the satellite elevation angle by two TCAR methods
after smoothing is shown in Figure 4. Meanwhile, Table 2 shows the mean Root Mean
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Square (RMS) of the three groups of WL ambiguity residuals and the time to converge to
the true value ±0.10 cycle.
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Figure 4. The optimal WL ambiguity residual by GF TCAR method (upper row) and IF TCAR method
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the GF and IF of E05–E04; (c,f) are the GF and IF of E24–E04.

Table 2. The mean RMS of the Galileo WL ambiguity residuals and the convergence time.

Method
E09–E04 E05–E04 E24–E04

RMS (cycle) T (s) RMS (cycle) T (s) RMS (cycle) T (s)

GF TCAR 0.0497 57.3 0.0733 568.7 0.0610 1308.0

IF TCAR 0.0298 175.3 0.0688 562.3 0.0456 468.1

In Figure 4, we could find that the results by the IF TCAR method are more stable and
precise than the results by the GF TCAR method. The reason is that the IF TCAR method
cancels most of the ionospheric delay and does not use the code measurement to calculate
the WL combination ambiguity, which could take more time to smooth the noise. It should
be noted from Table 2 that the convergence time of the E09–E04 for the GF TCAR method
is out of exception. The main reason is that the double-differenced satellites in this group
have a higher elevation angle and lower noise. So, the advantage of the IF TCAR method
without using code observations is not obvious. However, the final convergence value
of GF TCAR does not converge to near zero, and the RMS value is less than 0.05 cycle,
which is still not as good as the result of IF TCAR. On the whole, the IF TCAR method with
respect to GF TCAR improves the accuracy by 21.6% and the convergence speed by 37.6%,
respectively. The IF TCAR method improves the WL AR for ∆∇N(1,−1,0) clearly.

3.1.3. AR for the E1 Signal

∆∇N(0,1,−1) and ∆∇N(1,−1,0) can be determined correctly and reliably in both TCAR
methods, the major challenge to Galileo TCAR is to fix the E1 ambiguity properly. The GF
TCAR method calculates ∆∇δI1 by two fixed WL combination ambiguities in Equation (7)
and refines the result over several minutes by Hatch smoothing in Equations (8) and (9). It
can be found that ∆∇N(1,−1,0) and ∆∇N(1,0,−1) can be fixed correctly, then, the ionospheric
delay obtained from Equation (7) is unbiased, only the phase noise is amplified by 129.86
times. Here, we smooth the ionospheric delay over 120 s in Equation (9), which implies
that the ionosphere is relatively stable within 2 min [27]. Regarding the IF TCAR method,
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the ambiguity ∆∇N̂LC12 obtained by Equation (11) is not good enough for the E1 AR, due
to the tropospheric delay wet component and the orbital bias left in ∆∇N̂LC12; the IF TCAR
method could estimate a more precise ∆∇ÑLC12 by KF to determine the E1 ambiguity.
Figure 5 shows the E1 ambiguity residual and the corresponding satellite elevation angle
by two TCAR methods. Meanwhile, the mean RMS and the time to converge to the true
value ±0.20 cycle of the two TCAR methods are shown in Table 3. Since the E05–E04 and
E24–E04 in the GF TCAR method finally failed to converge to±0.2 cycle, the corresponding
convergence time is +∞.
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Figure 5. The optimal E1 ambiguity residual by GF TCAR method (upper row) and IF TCAR method
(lower row), as well as the satellite elevation angle by two TCAR methods. (a,d) are the GF and IF of
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Table 3. The mean RMS of the E1 ambiguity residuals and the convergence time.

Method
E09–E04 E05–E04 E24–E04

RMS (cycle) T (s) RMS (cycle) T (s) RMS (cycle) T (s)

GF TCAR 0.1938 933.3 0.4693 +∞ 0.3683

IF TCAR 0.0389 34.0 0.1881 1456.1 0.0541 718.3

In Figure 5, we could clearly find that both methods could fix the E1 ambiguity of the
FOC satellite pairs correctly with a smooth processing, but the IF TCAR method is more
reliable than the GF TCAR method. Moreover, the E1 accuracy of the IF TCAR method is
improved by 72.7% compared with the GF TCAR method.

Comparing the performance of two TCAR methods in the Galileo system, we could
find that the Galileo system is able to realize TCAR correctly using either TCAR method,
while IF TCAR has a better performance than GF TCAR in terms of WL AR and E1 AR.

Compared with Galileo TCAR performance, another experiment of GPS TCAR perfor-
mance has been carried out and will be given in the following section.

3.2. GPS Data by GF and IF TCAR Methods

For comparison, we also provided GPS TCAR performance by the same methods.
There are 12 GPS satellites transmitting the third frequency L5 signal, and the number of
visible GPS DD satellite pairs in selected baselines on DOY 001, 2018 is plotted in Figure 6,
the DD satellite number of GPS is less than that of Galileo in the Hong Kong area.
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Figure 6. The number of GPS DD satellite pairs in three baselines.

The same strategy was adopted in GPS TCAR, and three arbitrary DD satellite pairs
(G10–G24, G32–G10, G03–G01) were chosen to illustrate the performance of GPS triple-
frequency data by two TCAR methods. The residual of ∆∇N(0,1,−1) and the satellite
elevation angle are shown in Figure 7; the result of GPS is similar to that of Galileo in
Figure 3; both systems could use the HMW combination to determine ∆∇N(0,1,−1) reliably
in a single epoch.
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Figure 8 shows the residual of ∆∇N(1,−1,0) by using GF TCAR and IF TCAR, respec-
tively. For the GPS data, the suboptimal EWL combination is still φ(1,−6,5) [27]. The
optimal WL ambiguity ∆∇N(1,−1,0) is determined by ∆∇N(1,−6,5) in the GF TCAR method.
Both methods could also determine ∆∇N(1,−1,0) ambiguity correctly and reliably and the
result of GPS are similar to that of Galileo in the GF TCAR method, as shown in Figure 4.
Meanwhile, the mean RMS and the time to converge to the true value ±0.10 cycle of the
three group WL ambiguity residuals are shown in Table 4. Compared with the GF TCAR
method, it can be seen from Table 4 that the GPS WL accuracy and the convergence time of
the IF TCAR method are improved by 53.7% and 91.3%, respectively.
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Figure 8. The optimal WL ambiguity residual by GF TCAR method (upper row) and IF TCAR
method (lower row), with a smoothing procedure and corresponding satellite elevation angles with
GPS data (a,d) are the GF and IF of G10–G24; (b,e) are the GF and IF of G32–G10; (c,f) are the GF and
IF of G03–G01.

Table 4. The mean RMS and the convergence time of the GPS WL ambiguity.

Method
G10–G24 G32–G10 G03–G01

RMS (cycle) T (s) RMS (cycle) T (s) RMS (cycle) T (s)

GF TCAR 0.0442 366.3 0.0252 70.0 0.0464 147.0

IF TCAR 0.0233 4.0 0.0122 1.0 0.0180 45.3

Figure 9 shows the GPS L1 ambiguity residual by using two TCAR methods; both
methods could fix the ambiguity correctly. Again, the IF TCAR method outperforms GF
TCAR in terms of the residual level and convergence time. The mean RMS of the three
group L1 ambiguity residuals and the time to converge to the true value ±0.20 cycle are
shown in Table 5. From Table 5, it can be found that the L1 accuracy and the convergence
time of the IF TCAR method are improved by 70.9% and 94.1%, respectively.

Table 5. The mean RMS and the convergence time of the GPS L1 ambiguity.

Method
G10–G24 G32–G10 G03–G01

RMS (cycle) T (s) RMS (cycle) T (s) RMS (cycle) T (s)

GF TCAR 0.2973 5136.7 0.0847 80.0 0.1861 2483.7

IF TCAR 0.0785 252.3 0.0236 1.0 0.0629 200.5
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Figure 9. Ambiguity residual of L1 signal by GF TCAR method (upper row) and IF TCAR method
(lower row) and corresponding elevation angles with GPS data (a,d) are the GF and IF of G10–G24;
(b,e) are the GF and IF of G32–G10; (c,f) are the GF and IF of G03–G01.

The last experiment was conducted whereby the CIF TCAR method was applied in
a selected dataset of combined GPS and Galileo to resolve the ambiguity of the original
signals with the comparison of GPS-only and Galileo-only IF TCAR.

3.3. GPS and Galileo Data by CIF TCAR Method

The Hong Kong CORS network provided the triple-frequency signals of GPS and
Galileo at the same time; we could use GPS and Galileo combination data on DOY 001,
2018 to conduct CIF TCAR, and the number of DD satellites which could transmit triple-
frequency signals is shown in Figure 10.
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The DD satellite pairs G09–G27 in the GPS system and E03–E24 in the Galileo system
were chosen to illustrate the TCAR performance; the strategy of AR for the EWL and
WL combinations is identical to the IF TCAR method with the residuals calculated in the
independent system and the corresponding elevation angles, as shown in Figure 11. The
ambiguities of EWL and WL combinations could be fixed easily in both systems. Table 6
shows the mean RMS and the time to converge to the true value ±0.10 cycle.
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Table 6. The mean RMS and the convergence time of the CIF TCAR method.

System
G09–G27 E03–E24

RMS (cycle) T (s) RMS (cycle) T (s)

GPS 0.0983 230.3

Galileo 0.2509 2039.3

GPS + Galileo 0.0864 42.3 0.1729 1785.7

We focused on the AR for the original signals, Figure 12 plotted the ambiguity residuals
of original signal L1 and E1 in the independent system and in the combined system. Both
systems can also fix the ambiguity reliably; however, the CIF TCAR method accelerated
the convergence of original signals in both systems clearly, for the reason of more available
satellites, which means that the GPS triple-frequency data could be used to improve Galileo
TCAR performance. Table 6 shows the mean RMS and the time to converge to the true
the value ±0.20 cycle for GPS and Galileo combination. From Table 6, it can be found that
the GPS and Galileo combined IF TCAR method can effectively improve the accuracy of
the ambiguity resolution, and at the same time accelerate the convergence of the L1 or E1
ambiguity. In generally, the combined system has an average increase of 25.7% accuracy
and 47.1% convergence time compared to the single GPS or Galileo.
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4. Discussion

Since the Galileo system is a developing and valuable navigation system and the
responding research is under development, we focused on analyzing the triple-frequency
ambiguity resolution performance between reference stations in the Galileo system. Mean-
while, the work we analyzed and assessed here was the first step of the NRTK procedure,
which was followed by the generation of atmosphere corrections as the second step and
the solving of the positioning domain as the third step. The improvement was only on the
float ambiguity between reference stations, improving both the precision and convergence
speed. Further, the results of this paper are expected to provide useful references for future
research of Galileo triple-frequency ambiguity resolution. Meanwhile, the effectiveness
and reliability of ambiguity resolution between reference stations is the key for NRTK to
provide reliable navigation and position services. For the ambiguity resolution of reference
stations in NRTK, the coordinates of reference stations have been precisely known, and
we do not need to resolve the ambiguity of all satellites. The TCAR method focuses on
resolving the ambiguity based on a single double-differenced satellite pair and will be
more efficient and appropriate. Therefore, the research and analysis of the TCAR method
is of great significance to GAL NRTK. The number of satellites of the Galileo in the Hong
Kong area is limited, and its three-frequency ambiguity has a large difference between
the two TCAR algorithms. The ambiguity residuals solved by the GF TCAR method are
difficult to converge to the true E1 or L1 value, while the IF TCAR method could still
resolve its ambiguity resolution very reliably. The accuracy and the convergence time of
the ambiguity resolution could be effectively improved by the GPS and Galileo combined
IF TCAR method.

However, the test data are not large enough. So, further experiments need to continue
with large data considering the state of the ionosphere, included the geographical latitude,
season and time of day, as well as solar activity. With the opening of the global service of
BDS3, in the future, we could study and analyze the TCAR method with BDS. The study
Galileo and multi-system TCAR is expected to further improve the ambiguity resolution
between reference stations, so as to provide GNSS users with more effective NRTK services.
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5. Conclusions

In this paper, we discussed the Galileo triple-frequency optimal combinations for
TCAR using E1, E5a, and E5b signals. Then, we introduced two TCAR methods for the
Galileo system, i.e., the GF TCAR method and the IF TCAR method. The GF TCAR method
is free from geometry-based errors, which include the tropospheric delay and the orbital
bias, while the IF TCAR method could cancel most of the ionospheric delay. Then, the
IF TCAR method is modified to resolve multi-system triple-frequency ambiguity. Finally,
three experiments were conducted in the Hong Kong area; the first one was to evaluate GF
TCAR and IF TCAR AR performance in the current stage Galileo service, the second test
was to compare the Galileo with GPS in terms of TCAR performance, the last experiment
was to further analyse the advantage of a combined system in the TCAR performance.

In the Galileo system, all methods choose a HMW combination with E5b and E5a to
determine the EWL combination ambiguity correctly and reliably. For the WL AR, the GF
and IF TCAR methods could also fix the ambiguity correctly after a smoothing processing,
while the IF TCAR method could converge to the true ambiguity in a shorter time and
also could be more reliable. Although both methods take different strategies to determine
the WL ambiguities, they both could fix the WL ambiguity correctly. In terms of fixing
the E1 ambiguity, these two methods have different performances. The GF TCAR method
calculates the ionospheric delay and refines the result over 120 s, in which period the
ionospheric delay is assumed to be stable. At the last step, the E1 ambiguity is resolved
with the help of refined ionospheric delay in GF model after smoothing. The IF TCAR
method takes KF to estimate the IF combined ambiguity with a higher precision, then
determines the E1 ambiguity. The IF TCAR method improves the WL accuracy by 21.6%
and the convergence time by 37.6%, respectively. Meanwhile, the E1 accuracy of the IF
TCAR method is improved by 72.7% compared with the GF TCAR method. From the
result of E1 signal in two TCAR methods, we can see IF TCAR outperforms GF TCAR. For
comparison of GPS TCAR performance, Galileo satellites show similar performance, while
the CIF TCAR method could speed up the convergence time of E1 ambiguity obviously
with the help of GPS data. Compared to the single GPS or Galileo, the ambiguity accuracy
and the convergence time of the combined GPS and Galileo are improved by about 25.7%
and 47.1%, respectively.

Suffering from the current early-stage Galileo service in the Hong Kong area, where
the number of visible satellites is limited, more advantage of Galileo triple-frequency
signals could be reflected with more Galileo satellites. Further, the ambiguity resolution
between reference stations will benefit from the combined Galileo, GPS and BDS.
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